
Product Screenshots 

Steve Moore 

Note: These products are not on public-facing web sites, so screenshots 
were required to produce these visuals. 



Joingo, LLC 

Feb 2014 – Apr 2016 

I was a senior JavaScript UI developer for a browser-based Mobile 
Brand Engagement and Marketing enterprise application, using the 
ExtJS UI framework. I used Sencha Architect (a WYSIWYG IDE) in 
order to rapidly prototype and implement complex UI layout and 
interaction. 



Sole responsibility for the design and 
development for these three applications, 
written in JavaScript using ExtJS UI 
libraries and Sencha Architect as the IDE. 

Responsible for helping to 
enhance and maintain 
these. 

Responsible for helping to 
enhance and maintain 
these. 



Sole responsibility for the design and 
development of a tool that allows 
customers to manage promotions sent to 
patrons’ mobile devices. 



Sole responsibility for the design and 
development of a tool that allows 
customers to manage their customer’s 
locations. 



On the Address tab, I included an 
embedded Google Map so they can easily 
identify and produce a consistent lat/lon 
that was then used on the mobile client to 
indicate to the patron how far away they 
are. 
This information was also used to push 
promotions to patrons that are in close 
proximity to each establishment. 



Sole responsibility for the design and development of a tool that 
allows customers to manage “challenges”, tasks that involve 
individual goals the patron must achieve in order to earn a reward.  
It is used to incentivize patrons to more frequently monitor their 
devices and keep the mobile app running, which also gains them 
access to promotions and other types of offers. 



This is the Goals section, where operators manage 
individual goals, as well the order they appear on 
the patron’s mobile device. The properties of each 
selected goal are displayed below. 



Global Eyeventures, LLC 

June 2013 – May 2015 

I was product strategist and UI designer on a consulting basis to help 
with the creation and launch of a new version of their mobile eye 
health management application. 

I also designed two individually-branded mobile apps for eye health 
companies under the Global Eyeventures umbrella, using EyeXam’s 
style and general workflow. 



Helped with layout strategies for different 
device display densities and usability in 
several of the major touchpoints. 





Designed a custom-branded app for Calhoun Vision, 
leveraging the content and workflow inherent in their 
web site. Used some of EyeXam’s look-and-feel in 
order to leverage already-built components. 

Their product helped people with cataracts. On 
the splash screen, the rectangle was actually an 
oval that started out small and gradually 
expanded while the app was booting up, thereby 
simulating the utility of their offering. (This 
graphic was the design spec) 





Realization Technologies 

Feb 2013 – Feb 2014 

I was the product strategist, UI designer, and JavaScript (ExtJS UI) 
developer on a contractual basis to help with the creation and launch 
of a new project management application. 

See video of Streamliner here: http://vimeo.com/84638619 

Note: The overall styling had not yet been implemented when these 
screenshots were taken. What is displayed was considered temporary 
until a SASS-based theme could be implemented. 

http://vimeo.com/84638619
http://vimeo.com/84638619


Designed and refined most of the UI 
elements and interaction in this browser-
based, highly-interactive project 
management application.  

Incorporated the Google 
Translator widget. Created most of the 

iconography. 

Designed and 
implemented the Tip 
Wizard, which walks 
the user through the 
available operations 
in each view. 

Designed the Notes widget which 
incorporated a rich text editor, 
thereby providing major 
functionality at extremely low 
impact, effort, and cost. 

Designed most and implemented some 
of the elements in the task matrix. Was 
responsible for developing the “links” 
features, utilizing HTML5’s surface 
drawing framework. 



Helped to formulate the high-level design 
and strategy for rendering tasks in a non-
Gantt-like manner. 



Designed and developed a type of help 
that identifies and explains each major 
UI element in the view, typically for 
novice users. (Final styling had not yet 
been determined.) 



NetScout Systems, Inc. 

2008 - 2013 

I was the corporate-wide Usability Team lead and UI architect for 14 
point products, some of which are shown here when they were 
implemented in Adobe Flex, and some in their migration from Flex to 
HTML/JS/CSS.  

(Only these screenshots were available online and are not 
representative of their look-and-feel at the time I left -- they show the 
Flex versions, not the new HTML versions.) 



Home Page 

Configure 

         Application Definitions 
 

Create and manage classification 

schemes for selected applications. 
 

          Devices 
 

Configure devices in your nGenius 

domain. 
 

          Servers 
 

Configure and manage servers, 

users, authenticaion, databases, 

and other entities.. 
 

         Element Groups 

          Reports 
 

Configure, produce, and distribute 

on-demand and scheduled reports. 
 

View 

            Reports 
 

View report instances, 

NewsPapers, and generate new 

reports on demand. 
 

             RSS Feeds 
 

View information feeds for reports, 

views, and extetnal RSS 

resources. 
 

Link Utilization 

Reports 

RSS Feeds 

Designed the top-level UMC containing 
multiple categorized touchpoints.  

Helped design the high-
level UI and interaction 
for most of these 
touchpoints, working 
closely with each team’s 
UI developers. 

Analyze 

             Link Analysis 
 

Analyze selected links for peak 

performance metrics over a 

selected time period. 
 

Link Analysis 

Devices 

Servers 

Reports 

Application Definitions 

Element Groups 



A Flex-based Application 

Designed the 3-pane master/slave 
hierarchy, along with the detailed 
information in each panel for 
monitoring network performance. 



Alert Summary Designed the liquid layout to 
maximize information and 
usability on different screen 
resolutions and sizes. 

A Flex-based Application 



Network General1 

2005 - 2008 

I was the software architect, UI designer, tech lead, and lead developer 
for the new version of their “Sniffer” product – a C#/.NET modular, 
extensible application, from which three additional products were 
created with very little additional effort. 

1In early 2008, NetScout Systems acquired Network General 



Ground-up development effort to replace their old Sniffer 
product. 
Designed all UI and front-end software, with a plug-in-
based architecture feeding off XML “personality” files. 

Developed most of the UI here, including the “shell”, the 
Asset Explorer, the individual tabs and panels w/toolbars. 
Also developed the underlying XML-based serialization 
and workspace management. 

Designed/developed a 
generic RPN-based 
notation engine for 
defining filters in XML. 



Designed/developed this unique rendering of 
conversation activity between hosts detected in the 
packet stream. 
It showed UP addresses and strengths of connections, 
allowing users to move the nodes around. 

It is a “Force-Directed Layout” -- a metaphor for forces in the 
physical world to create layouts with more radial symmetry. 
Nodes are considered to have electrical charges which are 
mutually repulsive. Links are considered to act as springs 
which tend to hold the connected nodes together. 



Designed/developed this mechanism for the user to select 
a call, then replay it (w/audio), and at the same time, 
they can see whether any of the charts show anomalies 
correlated with any jitter they hear in the audio replay. 

This appears on every 
time-series chart, 
moving with the audio 
replay,  to help the 
user correlate audible 
anomalies with the 
displayed metric. 



Because I designed the base product to be a plug-in-based 
“host”, different products could be created depending on which 
plug-ins were installed. 
Different sellable SKUs were created with this architecture. 



There was a Flex-based development effort in one product group, 
so I figured out how to incorporate the Flex component into 
C#/.NET as a custom chart inside one of our display panels. 
It appeared as a native Windows component, and we saved 
money, while increasing maintainability, enhanceability, and 
quality. 



Again, due to its flexible, enhanceable architecture, a new 
product was created very quickly and easily to appeal to the 
financial trading sector, with customized views that 
accommodated their needs.. 



Designed and implemented a visual “filter 
builder”, featuring filter elements wired 
together with logical operators.  

Each element could be configured with their 
own internal operations and values to test 
against, based on the category of filter. 


